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Details of Visit:

Author: nomad
Location 2: Streatham Hill
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 22/6/05 3.30pm
Duration of Visit: 90 minutes
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Sexy Mature Black Busty True GFE Anal Experience
Website: http://www.blackandbusty.co.uk
Phone: 07957929411

The Premises:

A ground floor office unit used as a large working apartment with a dungeon room for those who like
that sort of thing (not for me). Very comfortable - quite funky. great bed with leather ties for mild
domination.

The Lady:

As per her website, Pru is mid 30's a black, curvy, big chested woman. She has a wicked sense of
humour and a very sexy smile. 

The Story:

We agreed a role play in advance - she was pitching to win a project and was dressed business-like
in a white silk blouse and black trousers but with leather underwear underneath. The plan was for
her to seduce me into giving her the contract.

When I arrived Pru was immediately into the role and even had her laptop ready with a
presentation. gradually through the meeting she got closer and closer until she climbed onto my lap,
undid the top three buttons of her blouse and my head was in her cleavage.

She was very sexy throughout, slowly removing her bra and - wow - what amazing and responsive
nipples. We then retired to the bedroom where we engaged in some tie and tease - a first for me.
Pru was very respectful of the fact hat I didn't normally engage in domination and never pushed me
further than I wanted to go.

BJ was uncovered and then she moved round to sit on my face, pushing her pussy into my mouth
so that my tongue had nowhere to go but inside....

Then she untied me and we fucked with her on top with lots of french kissing, then mish then
finished off with her on top again.

It was a nice change being able to hold an intelligent conversation aferwards and having a good
laugh and there was no pressure to leave.
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Only slight criticism is that I felt she was mainly intent on pleasing me rather than herself as well -
something that many people would jump at (and therefore not a criticism at all) but I prefer it when
the girls are a bit more ready to be turned on themselves.

However all in all a great session and the next one is in the book. Pru is happy for any requests for
how she dresses and enjoys role play. I enjoy the anticipation.
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